
Product detail

Security level Functionalities

Securifor®  3D 
Panels
The Securifor 3D system is a complete system developed to combine high 

security and aesthetic design. 

BENEFITS

High security
The panels are heavy welded mesh with small rectangular apertures. Because of the large wire 
diameter (4 mm) and the restricted size of mesh (12,7 x 76,2 mm) Securifor 3D offers maximum 
security.

Attractive design
The horizontal bends make the Securifor 3D system ideally suitable for an environment where 
security and aesthetics go hand in hand. 

Long lifetime
Betafence’s coating technology is state of the art and guarantees a high longevity.

Good visibility
In spite of the small mesh aperture the see-through characteristics remain unimpaired when 
viewed head-on and even at an angle to the fence. This is particularly important for clear camera 
surveillance.

Complete system
Supplied as a complete system with panels, 2 possible post systems and gates. Installation on a 
slope is also available. 

LOW HIGH

Applications



    Coating technique 
Panels made out of galvanised wires. An adhesion coating is  
given for a perfect adhesion with the polyester coating (min. 100 micron). 

Colours 
Green RAL 6005.  
Other colours are available on request. 

ASSORTMENT SECURIFOR 3D

Fence height 
mm

Panel size  
width x height - mm

Number of curves per panel

2000 2518,6 x 2010,6 2

2400 2518,6 x 2417,0 3

3000 2518,6 x 3001,2 3

Panels
The panels are heavy welded mesh, provided with horizontal curves.  
Width: 2518,6 mm.
Mesh sizes: 12,7 x 76,2 mm (H x W). 
Wire diameter: 4 mm.  

Post and fixing systems
Bekafix Super post system 
Lateral fixing of the panels with special metal 
security
clips with bolts. Welded tubular posts (100 x 54 
mm) in H-shape with punched holes for positioning/
fixing of the panels. Panels are fixed lateral on this
post, with special spider fixators and one-way bolts.  
Posts are provided with a plastic cap. 

Rectangular post system 
80 x 60 x 2,5 mm or 120 x 60 x 3.0 mm (depending 
on the height of the fence). The posts have a single 
row of M8 threaded inserts. The panels are fixed 
using specific fixing pieces and one-way bolts.

www.betafence.com
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